
–  The Fed will do all it can  
to keep short-term yields 
near zero

–  But long-term yields will  
have to rise to attract buyers 
of treasuries

–  Investors should therefore 
keep duration low, be ready 
to add inflation protection 
and be prepared to be both 
selective and tactical. 

What’s in store for 2014?

The Fed will taper Quantitative Easing (QE). 

We believe that US economic growth will continue its gradual recovery next year as the 
headwinds from restrictive fiscal policy and government shutdowns gradually die down. 
The communication missteps during 2013 may have triggered caution at the Federal 
Reserve (Fed), but we should nonetheless expect a shift away from asset purchases  
in favour of forward guidance in the first part of next year.

What does tapering mean for the bond market?

Short-term yields will remain near zero.

Investors have consistently underestimated the Fed’s willingness to leave short-term 
interest rates near zero until a clear and sustained recovery is evident. We should 
recognise that the Fed will do everything in its power to make sure the forward growth 
and interest rates outlook does not reflect a premature policy tightening. That said, it will 
be difficult for the Fed to manage rates by talk alone, so periods of heightened volatility 
are likely. Persistently low inflation has allowed the Fed to be patient, and it will continue  
to be so throughout 2014.

Long-term yields will gradually rise.

The Fed has purchased nearly as much long-term Treasury debt as has been issued in 
2013, so a new buyer will need to be found in 2014 when the Fed gradually exits QE. 
Pension plans have been a stealthy accumulator of long-term debt this year as buoyant 
equities and higher yields have allowed attractive liability funding to be locked in. However, 
their appetite will be insufficient alone to absorb new debt issuance, so higher yields will 
be required to clear supply. 

But before we become too bearish, the complete absence of inflationary pressures 
in the US will prevent long-term interest rates from accelerating upward. Cash yields 
paying next-to-nothing will occasionally entice yield hungry investors to reach into longer 
maturities for returns. 

Which gets us to our views on value:

At this point in the economic cycle, there are few areas of the bond market with obvious 
attractive value.  The evolution of Fed policy and threat of higher interest rates will force  
a re-evaluation of fixed-income investor objectives. US bond investors will have to 
navigate between two very different objectives:

On the one hand…

…there is no question market-risk premiums are narrow everywhere. That is, the 
compensation for taking on credit, liquidity or structure risk is very low. 

Corporate yield spreads – for both investment grade and high yield – are generally as  
tight as at any time since late 2007. Corporate bonds have become a veritable safe  
haven and continue to attract new money, even as the improvement in company  
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balance sheets declines and the margin of safety narrows in general. Mortgage backed 
securities may be subject to the same end-of-QE pressures as treasuries, while municipal 
bonds are being buffeted by the high profile problems of several large issuers. Moreover, 
the expected scaling back of QE removes a source of demand for US fixed income that 
has driven up valuations in all sectors. 

On the other hand…

…investors still want yield. 

The alternatives of becoming too defensive (there is no upside in cash) or leaving bonds 
altogether (similarly high valuations in equities, or greater volatility in other asset classes) 
are generally unattractive. 

In addition, the risks of rising corporate defaults remain very small, while many ‘weak 
holders’ of bond mutual funds have already capitulated during the 2013 Fed taper-scare. 
The fact that the Fed and interest rates are themselves big potential catalysts for volatility 
in 2014 removes treasuries from their traditional role as a sanctuary.

So what are the key portfolio themes for 2014?

Own less duration while avoiding US government bonds. Rising interest rates are an 
obvious source of risk, while treasuries offer value only during periods of panic. Favoured 
areas include short maturities in asset backed securities and some corporate credits, 
including certain recently out-of-favor corporate issuers from emerging markets.

Issuer selection is paramount. Beyond interest rates, the largest potential pitfall for 
investors is generic sector exposure, which subjects investors to too many bonds with 
negligible upside. Seeking yield through lower capital structure exposure in issuers we 
have confidence in is preferable to the many senior issues that are fully valued. 

Continue to accumulate floating rate notes (FRNs). FRNs offer slightly better yields than 
other short maturity alternatives and demand for them will rise sharply if the economy 
accelerates beyond our modest expectations.

Add inflation protection when it’s out of favour. We know that by holding interest rates 
lower for longer in order to stimulate growth, the Fed risks being late in curtailing inflation 
pressures. Inflation is very unlikely to be a problem for markets in 2014, but it could be  
a good time to incorporate protection in portfolios.

Complement strategic views with tactical strategies. Periodic volatility will create many 
opportunities for shorter term trades.
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